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Abstract
Assuming that there is a chance that the big bang theory is wrong and that concept of
time and space didn’t start with the big bang. However, it’s undeniable per observations
that the universe is in expansion. Now before the creation of particles, there was a space
devoid of matter and any sorts of radiations (electromagnetic radiations, heat radiations. . . ),
meaning in this space the absolute zero temperature is reached naturally. We will call this
space an absolute void. It has four dimensions (the three dimension of space x axis, y axis,
and z axis and the force). The fourth dimension (the force) is the factor of change among
the four. Those four are elementary dimensions. When the space dimensions increases
the outward force subsequently increases as well and the space increases its instability and
losses its equilibrium. Now this region of space has only outward force, when the outward
force exceeds a certain limit, the system will be at its highest level of instability. To create
equilibrium in the system the outward force collapses inward. The void inside the collapsed
force will act as void in a confined system. Meaning now, the void in a confined system is
the source of the elementary particles. Now the created source is being managed by internal
force and external force. The two forces will affect the source until equilibrium is reached
between the internal and external forces of source and the entities in its external force field
effect. The source is a high energy entity. As before the creation of particles, there was
infinity space of absolute void. Therefore, unlimited numbers of Sources were created.
The Quark Gluon-Plasma, the expansion of the universe, the gravitational collapse
and gravitational lensing are all proofs for the elementary dimensions theory. Each of
these are written about in this paper, as there are not enough space in the abstract to write
mention all of them.
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Introduction to Void and the Elementary dimensions
Assuming that there is a chance that the big bang theory is wrong and that concept of
time and space didn’t start with the big bang. However, it’s undeniable per observations
that the universe is in expansion. It might be difficult to adopt such assumption, as we were
as physics passionate raised on the idea that the universe start with the big bang. Now that
idea aside, before the creation of particles, we can agree that there was a space devoid of
matter and any sorts of radiations (electromagnetic radiations, heat radiations. . . ), meaning
in this space the absolute zero temperature is reached naturally. We will call this kind of
space absolute void and the space devoid matter only as a void, where void can contain
radiations such as heat, electromagnetic radiations.
For starter we can say that void and absolute void has three dimensions (the three
dimension of space x axis, y axis, and z axis). If void only has those three dimensions, it
means that change will not occur and the void will stay in the existence as the only entity.
However, we must have a fourth dimension that will lead to creation of matter or particles.
So the question is what is the fourth dimension? Is time the fourth dimension?
To answer the above question, we will need to know what time actually is. Analyzing
time thoroughly we will see that the concept of time is something hypothetical, expresses
changes that occurs in a certain event compared to number of changes in a constant change
rate event. Meaning the concept of time has been made by human being to organize their
lives and their histories. The time doesn’t really exist, however, as living beings we can
sense the effects of time. Therefore, the answer is no. Time is not the fourth dimension.
Time represents a factor of change. So the factor of change is the fourth dimension.
So what is the factor of change in void?
To answer this question, we will need to study the properties of void and absolute void
from experiment. However, it’s very difficult to create a volume of absolute void, as it’s
extremely difficult to extract all particles and radiations from a specific volume of space.
Therefore, in the experiment we will create void only (a space devoid of particles). Still it’s
difficult to create void totally devoid of particles, however through the experiment, at least
we will be able to identify the fourth dimension (the factor of change).
In the figure 1 below shows the void creation through pulling the grey mass downward:
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Figure 1 (void creation experiment)

Through classic physics, summation of forces on the vertical axes equal zero
ΣFy=0, F+ Fdownward =0
Fdownward is the force needed to pull the matter downward to create 1 m3 of void and
F is the force sourced from the void to return the matter to remove the void’s creation.
F- Fdownward =0 → F= Fdownward
Therefore as shown in the experiment, that void has a property which is the force F
resisting to create the void.
Therefore, the force F is the factor of change. Meaning F is the fourth dimension.
As already mentioned, the force identified in this experiment is for void. The force
developed in an absolute void space is different, most probably, the force in absolute void is
way stronger.
Elementary entity
Void or absolute void is an elementary entity in the existence and it is the source of
everything else.
It has four dimensions X axis, Y axis, Z axis and the force.
The absolute void may exists as free entity (the spaces that particles have not been created
yet and radiations haven’t reach them yet or universe before creation particles). While, void
may exists in the existence as a part of the particles. Taking any simple atom as an example,
where around more than 96% of the volume of any atom is occupied by void. Below, I will
show the force pattern direction of a void space in a confined system and an open system.
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1. Void in a confined system:

Figure 2 (The forces sourced from void in a confined system)

As mentioned, the attached figure shows the forces sourced from void in a confined
system (similar to experiment conducted as in figure 1). The force tries to eliminate the
void’s creation through trying to crush the parameter of the surroundings toward the
center of void. Meaning the directions of F will be toward the center of void.
2. Void in an open system:

Figure 3 (The forces sourced from void in an open system)

Obviously, void in an open system, mean the void’s existence in a free form. Where the void
is not surrounded by particles (just like the void’s existence before the creation of particles).
Taking any point of void, we will see that void’s force is outward, just as depicted in the
figure 3.
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As well taking any point of void in a confined system will be acting as void in an open system,
meaning the directions of forces are outwards (like the below figure).

Figure 4 (any point of void in a confined system will be acting as void in an open system)

The creation of the source of elementary particles through the elementary
dimensions
As mentioned above that we have four elementary dimensions and its fourth dimension
is the force the factor of change. XYZ represents the volume of void and when the volume
of void increases the outward force subsequently increases as well and the space
increases its instability and losses its equilibrium. Now this region of space has only
outward force, when the outward force exceeds a certain limit, the system will be at its
highest level of instability. To create equilibrium in the system the outward force
collapses inward.
(As mentioned in the below figure 5)

Figure 5 (transformation of void in an open system to void in a confined system or the birth of elementary particle)

Now the void has transformed from void in an open system to void in a confined system.
The void in a confined system is the source of the elementary particles. The Source of
elementary particles was created to absorb the surplus force and to decrease the level of
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instability in the system and to achieve equilibrium in space. We will call the source of
elementary particles just the Source for simplification.
At this stage, we have the source. Now it is being managed by two forces:
a. Internal force Fi: this force is from the void inside the particle, just like void
in a confined system, its direction is toward the centre.
b. External force Fe: this force is from the void outside the born particle.
The Fi makes the Source shrinking or collapsing, while the Fe is the resisting force.
Meaning the Source collapses till equilibrium is achieved between the internal force and
the external forces.
The source just like the elementary particles is a high energy entity.
As before the creation of particles, there was infinity space of absolute void. Therefore,
unlimited numbers of Sources were created. The interactions and collisions among the
created Sources led to creating the elementary particles and the process continued to
form the universe we are in. Unfortunately, for now it will be mere assumptions writing
in precision what happened after the Source was created.

Proofs for the theory:
For simplification we can call the mentioned theory above the elementary dimensions
theory EDs:
There are many phenomena that proofs the theory, however here we will go through four:
1. Quark–gluon plasma or QGP
Before jumping to QGP, we will need to understand what the Hagedorn temperature
(Gaździcki & Gorenstein, . (2016),) is, or Th, is the temperature in theoretical physics where
hadronic matter (i.e. ordinary matter) is no longer stable, and must either "evaporate" or
convert into quark matter; as such, it can be thought of as the "boiling point" of hadronic
matter.
Now QGP (Bhalerao, (2014).) is an interacting localized assembly of quarks and gluons at
thermal (kinetic) and close to chemical abundance equilibrium. The word plasma signals
that free color charges are allowed. Since the temperature is above the Hagedorn
temperature—and thus above the scale of light up and down-quark mass—the pressure
exhibits the relativistic Stefan-Boltzmann format governed by fourth power of temperature
and many practically mass free quark and gluon constituents. We can say that QGP emerges
to be the new phase of strongly interacting matter which manifests its physical properties
in terms of nearly free dynamics of practically massless gluons and quarks. Both quarks and
gluons, must be present in conditions near chemical (yield) equilibrium with their colour
charge open for a new state of matter to be referred to as QGP.
Now as a process starting from:
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1. Room degree temperature for a regular atoms as an example, the structure of the
atoms would be at a solid state.
2. Increasing the temperature will increase the level of freedom in the atoms, which
will change the structure to a liquid state.
3. Increasing the temperature more, the level of freedom increases, changing the
structure to a gas state.

Figure 6 (the hadron before reaching the QGP state, the gluon force is sill active)

4. Eventually increasing the temperature excessively will lead to the QGP state.
Now obviously, the above statement is different in what is mentioned in the elementary
dimensions theory EDs. Where EDs says that before the creation of particles, the universe
was in an absolute zero temperature.
Indeed, at the absolute zero temperature, the opposite of QGP occurs.
When the temperature decreases to the absolute zero, the process will go in reverse, where
the level of freedom decreases to the solid state and then the level of freedom decreases to
the state where all the components of the atom would be merged together. Meaning, the
fermions and all the types of bosons will be in the same place. Meaning, what’s known as
singularity (Shapiro & Teukolsky, (1991)) will be achieved.
Definition of singularity is a location where the quantities that are used to measure the
gravitational field become infinite in a way that does not depend on the coordinate system.
In other words, it is a point in which all physical laws are indistinguishable from one
another, where space and time are no longer interrelated realities, but merge
indistinguishably and cease to have any independent meaning.
According to the EDs theory, the singularity is a state where the absolute zero temperature
is reached and all the components of particle (fermions and bosons) are in the same location.
At the singularity state, the particle shows its maximum mass level.
Meaning the created Source of elementary particles from the elementary dimensions is at
the singularity state and at its maximum mass level in the very small scale of space
dimensions (XYZ).
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2. Expansion of the universe (Overbye, 20 February 2017) (Whiting, 2004)
As mentioned at the first proof that the Source is at singularity (at absolute zero
temperature) and at a very small scale of the dimensions of space (XYZ), when the
temperature increases the system will no longer stay at singularity state and the space
dimensions consequently increases, leading to the expansion of universe at every
directions. The source for the increasing temperature could be the interactions and
collisions among the created Sources in the early universe (as mentioned earlier that
before the creation of particles, there was infinity space of absolute void. Therefore,
unlimited numbers of Sources were created).
Meaning, the universe will keep expanding as far as there is a source of heat radiations
that makes the temperature increasing.
Concluding that, when the universe consumes all the sources of heat radiations, the
universe will crunch.
3. The gravitational collapse: we can say that the gravitational collapse is similar to
the process in which void in an open system becomes a void in a confined system or
change of void’s force from outward to inward. The force (the fourth dimension)
mentioned in the illustrations above is the gravitational force.
The gravitational collapse is happening in the universe, as there are observation proofs
in its regard. However, just to emphasize I don’t mean that the observed gravitational
collapse product (only the black hole) is the Source itself. While, the process that leads
to its creation is the same as the Source creation.
Which more proves that they are the similar, the fact that the black hole is also high
energy entity just like the Source. The explanation below shows the similarity:
a. The Source in equilibrium state:

Figure 7 (the Source in a state of equilibrium Fi=Fe)

As already mentioned the internal force makes the Source shrinking or collapsing, while
the external force is the resisting force. The Source collapses till equilibrium is achieved
between the internal and the external forces.
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The equilibrium of the source is also effected by the other entities (other Sources, stars,
planets…) in its external force field (see the below figure). Since those entities also have
their own external and internal forces. Now the equilibrium will be among the external
and internal forces for all the entities including the Source.

Figure 8 (the Source in a state of equilibrium with all the entities in its field of impact Fi total =Fe total)

b. The black hole in equilibrium state:
Before the star dies, the space effected by the star is in equilibrium between the external
and the internal forces for all the entities in the field. The stars and any other forms of
particles clusters have internal and external forces, however, the amount is much less
considering that they are not high energy entities.

Figure 9 (a Star in a state of equilibrium with all the entities in its field of impact Fi total =Fe total (the figure is not drawn on scale,
it’s merely for illustration))
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According to Einstein's theory, for large stars, above the Landau-Oppenheimer-Volkoff
limit, also known as the Tolman–Oppenheimer–Volkoff limit (around the twice mass of
our Sun) no known form of cold matter can provide the force needed to oppose gravity
in a new equilibrium. Hence, the collapse continues with nothing to stop it.
Once a body collapses to within its Schwarzschild radius it forms a black hole, meaning
a space-time region from which not even light can escape. It follows from general
relativity and the theorem of Roger Penrose (Penrose, 1965-01-18) that the subsequent
formation of some kind of singularity is inevitable. Nevertheless, according to
Penrose's cosmic censorship hypothesis, the singularity will be confined within the
event horizon bounding the black hole, so the space-time region outside will still have a
well behaved geometry, with strong but finite curvature, that is expected (Carter, 197102-08) to evolve towards a rather simple form describable by the historic Schwarzschild
metric in the spherical limit and by the more recently discovered Kerr metric if angular
momentum is present.
Therefore, the black hole is formed to restore the equilibrium to the system.
Depending on the elementary dimensions analysis, the space where the big star is
dominant. The star has the largest amount of the internal force among all the entities,
meaning, equilibrium of that region of space is mostly dependent on the star’s internal
force. When the star dies the system losses its equilibrium.
A star is not a high energy entity regardless of how big it is. Therefore, a much smaller
high energy entity is needed to take the star’s place in the equilibrium process.

Figure 10 (the formed black hole in a state of equilibrium with all the entities in the dead star’s field of impact Fi total =Fe total (the
figure is not drawn on scale, it’s merely for illustration)

We can say that the source is formed to create equilibrium in the space, as before the
Sources creation, there was only the external force. The sources forms at size as big as solar
sizes and collapses till the equilibrium is achieved with the external force in the space and
the black hole is formed to restore and fill the gap in the equilibrium in the space, developed
due to the star's death.
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4. The gravitational lensing (Einstein, 1936):
It is a distribution of matter (such as a cluster of galaxies) between a distant light source
and an observer that is capable of bending the light from the source as the light travels
towards the observer (Sauer, 2008).
The gravitational lensing fits perfectly in the EDs theory, the figures below shows the
reasons (the figures aren’t drawn on scale, they are merely for illustrations:

Figure 11 (beam of light bending passing by the black hole) Figure 12 (beam of light bending passing by a star)

When the beam of light approaches the black hole or the star, the light beam enters the
external force field effect of the system. It’s mentioned earlier that the Fe is an outward
force. Whereby, the Fe prevents the light beam from falling to inside the system, which
causes what’s known as the gravitational lensing.
5. There must be a source for the creation of particles, particles can’t just explode out of
space and create the universe.
The above reason may sound lazy. However, the particles have to be created from the void
and its dimensions, since void is the predecessor of particles.
Conclusion:
Absolute void has four elementary dimensions, three of them are space dimensions and the
fourth is the factor of change among them. There is a limit in the level of instability of
absolute void, where the external force is too huge. When the external force exceed that
limit, the force collapses inward, creating what we can call as the source of elementary
particles. The Source is governed by two forces, the external force and the internal. The
internal force makes the Source collapsing, while the external force is the resistant force.
The source will be in state of equilibrium, when the external force equals the internal force.
The source is a high energy entity.
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There are uncountable proofs for the theory, the above written 5 proofs are merely 5
phenomena that came to my mind.
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